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A unique perspective in the growing collection of superhero literature
DENTON, Texas -- What's it like being the son of a superhero? For powerless Spencer Harrington, it
means he's not only been left with impossible shoes to fill as he crosses into adulthood, but he's also been
sequestered in his father's arctic hideout for his own safety.
After two years, he's starting to break down. It's all about his safety; sanity optional.
His father, the Crimson Mask, has been unable to capture the super villain that started Spencer's life into a
downward spiral. And now, Spencer is struggling with his own demons as the isolation starts to numb him
beyond the point of no-return.
Can he overcome his own fear and flee the safety of the bunker? Will he have to outrun both his hard-ass
father and a psychotic genius? Can a young man with no powers except a quick wit and a multi-tool prove
himself in such a dangerous world?
Crimson Son explores the concepts of heroism and family through flawed and very real characters who
exist in a world where superheroes are state-sponsored weapons. It adds a unique perspective to the
growing collection of superhero literature by exploring these worlds through the eyes of those with the most
to lose.
Crimson Son is scheduled for release June 14th, 2014. It will be available at all major online retailers in
eBook format and as print-on-demand.
For More Information: http://www.russlinton.com
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